
FREE EXPERIENCES

Artists at Play
An imaginative, artists-created playground offering 
active, free fun for all ages. The park is in Next 50 
Plaza, located between EMP Museum and Seattle 
Center Armory, just north of the Monorail station.

Bill & Melinda Gates  
Foundation Visitor Center 
The Visitor Center takes visitors of all ages on an 
interactive journey that brings to life the connections 
we share with others across the globe. 

Art at the Center
With more than 25 works of art to discover, explore 
Seattle Center’s history and public art collection by 
downloading  See It All’s FREE mobile app.
SEATTLECENTERARTTOUR.COM

ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES  
AT THE CENTER

TICKETED ACTIVITIES

Museum of Pop Culture
MoPOP is a leading-edge nonprofit museum, 
dedicated to the ideas and risk-taking that 
fuel contemporary popular culture. At MoPOP, 
artists, audiences and ideas converge, bringing 
understanding, interpretation, and scholarship to the 
popular culture of our time.

Pacific Northwest Ballet 
Discover dance in a professional setting. Students 
participate in a fun and challenging ballet class taught 
in our state-of-the-art studios. They also observe the 
dancers at work in class or rehearsal for upcoming 
performances, and have the opportunity to view brilliant 
costumes up close. $100 coordination fee per fieldtrip. 

Pacific Science Center
Pacific Science Center inspires a lifelong interest in 
science, math and technology by engaging diverse 
communities through interactive and innovative 
exhibits and programs. Each year, their education 
programs reach more than 1.1 million people around 
the state — in their communities, classrooms and on 
our campus.

Space Needle Observation Deck
For the first time in over 50 years, the Space Needle is
totally reimagined! Marvel at floor-to-forever glass on
two entirely new levels of thrills. Step on The Loupe, the
world’s first and only rotating glass floor, and lean on
Skyrisers, glass benches at 520’. Seattle’s “must see” is 
now a “must do”.

LUNCH VENUE SUGGESTIONS

Seattle Center Armory
Artists at Play
The International Fountain
Mural Amphitheatre


